8 East Main Street
Sodus, NY 14551
Phone: 315-483-8451
FAX:
315-483-4873
Email:
sunrad.group@sunrad.com
web Site: www.SunRad.com

Call to arrange museum tours and vistations
The SunRad Complex is located 40 miles
East of Rochester, NY via Route 104 and
then 1 mile South into the Village of Sodus.

Bargain Lot 1003A
Lot of Phonograph Needles– Diamond and Sapphire
This lot is a merging of three dealer / distributor inventories done at Sunshine Radio during the 1970’s.
It consists of new old stock phonograph needles in brands of Astatic, Electrovoice, Pfanstiehl, Transcriber, Recoton, Paegent, and Jensen. There are about 1500 sapphire needles and about 1100 diamond needles in the lot. There appear to also be a few needles for magnetic cartridges. They are
sorted in alpha numeric order according to brand in drawers built for needle inventories. An inventory
list is available but we do not want to encourage individual needle sales. Internet prices on similar
products seem to run between $8.00 and $35.00 each for the sapphire and diamond needles with the
magnetic versions being higher yet. A conservative internet piecemeal value on this lot would be
about $30,000.00. Due to the constant depletion of the phonograph related items we want to see these
products returned to the marketplace but our business cannot give the needed attention to this retail
effort at this time. We also have a few separate needle inventories, cartridge inventories and accessories that will appear on other Bargain Lots.

Please review the “Conditions of Sale”
1.

Buy the entire lot with a value of $30,000.00 for $4,000.00

2.

Present an offer on a sub-lot of at least 100 needles that has an acceptable balance between high and low demand items. A specific inventory is available , however the ease of cross reference is very
awkward.

Needle Type and Brand
DIA EVG
SAP EVG
SAP Pageant
DIA Pfanstiehl
SAP Pfanstiehl
DIA Transcriber
DIA Recoton
DIA Astatic
SAP Astatic
SAP Jensen

QTY
517
584
57
7
22
262
123
165
219
631

